Gallup Resources: Articles and Learning Modules

Log into Gallup Access to leverage many different leadership topics.

All UCI staff have access to Gallup’s vast resources of articles, learning modules and suggested action plans to address many leadership challenges—at your fingertips!

You can search for articles and learning modules that are tailored to your needs. Below are some of the resources you can find on Gallup Access regarding on Leading a Hybrid or remote workforce.

Sample Gallup Articles on Leading Remote or Hybrid teams:

- Remote Working: Engaging your team
- How to Build Trust and Boost Productivity within a Remote Team
- Leading Remotely: What Manager Need to Keep Teams Engaged
- Create a Culture that Inspires: Celebration and Success
- How to Show up Consistently for Remote and In-House Workers
- 5 Facts about Engagement and Remote Workers
- Adjusting Right Now to the New Workplace

Sample Gallup Learning Module on Boosting Remote Work Productivity

*Introduction:* Managers can position remote employees for success by capitalizing on workers' innate abilities instead of only focusing on tasks assigned. Here are some insights into the four domains.

To boost productivity with your remote employees, start by thinking about what you get from each team member and what they give. While you could just list the employee's tasks as what you get from them and what they give you, it is better to focus on the person's natural talents as they apply to their specific role responsibilities.

To quickly spot how someone's talents play into how they get work done, consider four domains: Executing, Relationship Building, Strategic Thinking and Influencing.

Access this entire Module at Gallup Access

If you have any questions about how to leverage Gallup resources, please contact your local HR professional.